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En~romental merits of forest products related & r d y  with the forest 
from which forest p r h c t s  are harvested. In nabral forests, where diversity are 
much &&er than plmtaItiion forests, en~romental  me& of non-wood forest 
products are much higher. Non-wood forest products is part of forest ecosystem 
&re every coqonents of the forest relate with others, living and non-living as 
well. The role of non-wood forest products in forest emsystem, mong others, 
are nutrients supplier for other living organism in the forests, regemation ofthe 
forest itself including non-wood forest product, and maintemce of forest habitat 
quality. 

Forest products are harvested from the forest and from the forest grown 
on forestland. It may be part of the trees such as logs, bark, gum, leaves, fruits, 
oils, and flowers. It may be part of the forest but not ofthe tree such as wildtife, 
grass Some are iratangible such as recreation services. 

Both plantation and natural forests can produce both m o d  and non- 
wood forest prducts. Some plantation forests are developed specifically to 
produce non-wd forest products, such as pine and mbber plantation forests to 
prduce resin, cinnmon forest to produce barks, aleuritus forest to produce 
nutmeg, schleichera plantation as host of bugs prducing lacquer, and palm 
forest to produce sugar. Another specific forest areas were designed for 
recreations and hunting. The non-wood forest prducts is no longer menor 
forest products but the major produce of forestry acti~ties. It become diecult 
to distinguish betureen forestry and agriculture in such cases. Most plantation 
and natural forests are grom for wood production. 

In many countries, timber can only be harvested from production forests, 
while non-wood forest products can be harvested from all forests, whether 
production, protection forest or naturereserves. This way 
base to produce than timber. Some non-wood forest products are prices higher 
than wood by weight, but some other has no price and become public goods such 
as recreational aspects of forests 



The increasing of forest products and the disappearance of 
forests ecosystem has become an hportant decision by countries to 
protect the existing forest ecosystem, especially tropical forests which has high 
biological diversity. 

Meanwkle, new products have been developing h o s t  daily. Some of 
them are based on wood and non-wood forest produrn such as medicined and 
other cheItlicds, genetic materials, and new plants aPld 
prdudion of agricultural products. Availabilrty of some o 
depended on the existence of natural forest habitat and its exploitation poses 
another threat to the sustainabiliv of the forest. 

Sustahbility of forest prducts will depend on the su 
forests. On the other &and, sustainabifity of forest will depend of 
products is h e s t e d  and mbiiity of land allocated to forestry against 
consema~on to other uses. The mntinuous depletion of world forests, especially 
in developing mrntries, will evmbally reduce the forest produds av&lability. 

Although the tenn sustainabilitly has different 
people, it has been used in the c o n t e ~  of survival on earth. In relation to 
prdct ion of forestland resources it ability of each generation to 
m a i n b  an$ pass on a stock of forest resoum no less productive, protective 
and utilizable than the stock fierited; such forestlands resources will include, 
inter alia, natural forest and other sensitive ecosystm. 

Sustainability of forest productian, including non-wd forest products, 
require non-wd hrest products in many muntries has 
been m rest products or by products, most production of 
non-wood forest products has no ement ofthe resources what so ever. It 
become an effort of hunter and gatherer type activities, and its sustainability 
become questiomble. Ecolabelhg of forest management is important tool in 
reaching the objective of sustainable forestry. 

To @rove sustainability of forest products more knowledge need to be 
improves, especially related to ecology of their habitat (the forest) and ecology of 
forest products that is the role of plant and animal matter in the intricate and 
interrelated ecological sistem. Undersmbg of the role of forest products in the 
forest ecosystem is essentid to understand the *acts of exploitation of forest 
products on the environment. In many developing countries, indigenous 
c o m u ~ w  has a unique interaction with the forest and forest produce. Their 
culture and social system have a certain linkage with the specific uses of forest 
groduas in their community. 

Criteria and means of forest products management m y  be developed 
quickly, through an understanding of sustainable relation behveen forest and 
traditional cornunity living in the forests. 



EnGronmentd Roles of Forest Products and Impacts of 
Its Exploitation on the Eneronment 

In the forest ecosystems, biotic and abiotic faGtors linked together 
an intricate relationships, whether physical or chemical, supporting and 

enricbg each other fo a stable and sustained system. Biotic component 
such as plants, insects, smll and large als, bird, and so on are linked 
together in the energy, nutrients, waters, materials cycles. And many other 
cycles linked biotic factors one another, and biotic with abiotic factors such as 
water regimes and soils. Su ility of  forest will relate with su 
its biotic and abiotic component. 

Energy cycfes 

Forest continue to be one of  the most irnpomt efdicient type of  
terrestrial vegetation for harvesting solar energy, especially in ~ospi table  
enviroments. They contribute to world net p ' production 
disproportionately to their area and make up the mjority of  the world living 
plant biomass. Forest productivity is closely related to leaf area, optipnulpl 
productivity in hwid environments being attained at hemediate leaf areas. 
Hence leaf and other biomass m y  be considered as non-wood forest products 
and as important Gomponent of  energy cycles in the forest ecosystem. 

By the begenning of 1980s, it become apparent that biomass is about to 
make a come back as significant con~butor to national energy budgets in 
developed countries. W l e  developing countries has never escape from this 
dependency, and with a real possibility of a wrorfd wood famine m the next few 
decades, wood appear to be about to regain some of its historic importaPlce as 
major factor in human cultural evolution. 

Bischernicd cycles 

Because of biochemical nature of  ecological energetic, organic 
production can occur in ecosystem only of the appropriate chemical elements are 
available at appropriate concentrations, in the appropriate relative quantities, 
and in the appropriate total mounts. The d 'c of nutrients chemical in 
terrestrial ecosystems can be identifies with one or more of three cylcles. The 
geochemical cylces, which involves inputs into and loses of nutrients out of  
particular ecosystem; the biogeochernicd cycle, which involves the uptake by, 
storage in, and loss of nu;uients from plants within an ecosystem, including 
mvernent of nutrients ~ o u g h  grazing and detritus trophc webs; and the 
biochemical cycle, which involves an internal redistribution of nutrients within 
organisms that pennits the organisms to satisfjl some of its nutritional 



requirements for nay growth from  thin its o m  nutrient capital. For each 
cycle, there is a variety of pathways which vary ira relitive lrnportance among 
&Rerent species and different environments. Dead leaves and litter may be &o 
an itnpomt component of biogmhernical cycles in the forest ecosystem. 

Mechanism have evolved to Gonserve and store nutrients within 
ecosystem. Plants estabfishing on mcolonized mineral subaate will gradually 
remove availabel nutrients from mineral layers and transfer them to liMng pla ts  
biomass and a surfam accmulation of decomposing organic matter. 
Amspheric inguts are also accumulated within the ecosystem. Trees are 
particularly well adapted to accumulate nutrients from the gmhefical cycle 
into a tight biogeochemical cycle, and after a period of h e  a forest rnay be able 
to live in virtual nutritional indenpendence ofthe under lw 
hportant phenomenon pennits reasonably productive forest growth on some 
exceedingly nutrient-poor h e r d  substrates and its major reason why forests 
are such a successfull fonn of vegetation. 

In mana&g ecosystem, the biogewhemical mecwsms responsible 
for production must be identified and con Over the past 2 &ousmds 
years, and especially in the past 50 years, has been dislocahg nutrient 
cycles on an ever increasing scale. In many areal she accumlated nutrient 
reserves that have taken centuries, or even millennia, to build up have been 
dissipated. Natural process y capable of r e b u i l h  this reserves in h e ,  
but generally to slowly for purposes. The energy required to rebuild 
these conce&ations of idly once they are disspated m i d  be 
enonnous. Continued life as we h o w  it will require that we conserve available 
nutrients by maintaining biogeochernical cycles intact, and nutrient management 
vvill become as important in non-wood forest products forestry as it IS in 
agriculture. 

Shoots and roots system are very active nutrients absorber for the 
plants. Shoots actively absorbing C02, 0 2 ,  H20, Wt, SOY, and roots 
absorbing I), Si, B, Na, K, Mg, Ca. Fe, Cu, Mn and Mo (Isem-, 1980). 
Many shoots and roots are important non-wood forest products harvesterf and 

traditional comrnuni@ those materials are used for foods, 
al feeds. Harvesting shoots, roots, and fruits are actually 

harvesting the nutrients of the trees and the forests. 

Genetic and evolutionaery aspects 

Ecosystems are biogeochemical systems that have evolved to trap, 
concentrate, and accumulate energy. The biological comgonents of this system 
all utilize the same basic mechmism for energy accmlation and transfer, but 
evolutions has produced a remarkable number of variations on the basic theme of 
life. Thousands of millions of years of natural selection induced by l~nvapsrable 



physical conditions, competition of energy and other resources, and exploitation 
by other organisms has diversified fife into a myriad of different types of 
orgaslisms. Each type has become specialized in competing, surviving, and 
reprduchg itself in particular types of physical biotic environment, but is also 
capable of adaptation to changing conditions. 

This ability arises from the natural variation in morphology, physiology 
and behavior that is present in all natural popula~ons of organism. As 
condition change, Merent genotypes v v i ~  the population become the best 
adapted and are favored by natural selection. Im this way species evolve. 

esthg wild s p i e s  from the forests may "have some impacts on evolutionary 
pa&ways of tke forests. 

Biological diversity, or biodiversity, encol-npasses the variety and 
abunbee  of plants, . s, and microorganism as d l  as the ecosystems and 
emlogical processes to which they belong. Biodiversity is usually considered at 
three levels, i.e. genetic, species, and easystern diversity. Genetic &verse is 
the total genetic information contained in the genes of indiMdua1 organism. 
Species &versity refers to the variety of living o r g ~ s m s .  Ecosydem &versity 
related to the enomus dversity of habitats and biotic c o m ~ h e s ,  as well as 
to the variety of ecological processes within ecosystm (Macheely et al., 1990). 

Remrhbly little is h o r n  about spe ity in quifnd&Qve terns. 
Estimates of the total number of species on e from 2 Illillion to 100 
million, of wGch less than 1.5 million have been And only a small 
fraction of these have been considered for their ec value (Reid, 2 992). 
Reid and Miller (1989) among others, have e h a t e d  that 5 to 10 percent of 
these species are presently bemg lost each decade, a rate not seen since dinosaurs 
died out 55 million years ago. Population growth and climatic changes could 
accelerate such extinctions even beyond these figures. 

Some argue that biodiversity is valuable because it is the m materials 
of hrther evolution, or atenatively, it is the evolution of bidversity which gives 
a value to that what is essentially a rrandom process. Bidiversity is seen as an 
impomt source of miracle drugs: one of the most frequently cited e 
that of rosy periwale, a tropical forest plant which yields an extract used for 
treating leukemia (lee, 1993). 

In Indonesia, for example, although covers ody 2.3 percent of the 
Earth's surface yet it harbors 10 percent of all flowering plant, 12 percent of the 
world's al, 16 percent of the world's reptiles and arnghibians, 17 percent 
of all birds and more than a quarter of all marine and freshwater fishes. This 
rich biodiversity can be attributed to the fact that Indonesia spans two major 
biogeographical realms, hdomalaya and Australasia. It terrestrial areas 



extending liom sea l e d  to snow aped mountain. ystem 
fiom deep trenches of Sulu Seas to mastal plain . Bio 
diversity is linked closely to variabelity of physid environments. The more 
varied the physical enviroment the more diversity in biologic& resources. 
Biological diversity is more than just the surn of species m b e r s ,  its 
encornpasses the variety, variability and uniqueness of genes, species and 

they occur. Wieh its wide range of mar& habitatas, rich 
resourm and hi& nurnber of island endernic, Indonesia has 
a mjor  world center for biol+d diversity. 

resourm is very hportant in Indonesia econo;mic development. It is 
wry h p r t a n t  to s m d c h e s  and other 
amenities. In the past 25 eke~uted to conserve 

. The o b j d v e  of 
aside 10% of 

representative M i -  as 

utilizatim. Population increases and hprovement of c o m ~ t y  
uire more lands to be cultivated, to be settled for housing, 

cture has to be developed, and more forest has to cleared. 

Need for EnGrolatrraentally Sound Marnagemat of Forest Products 

One of the most basic, and rarely question* asumptions underlymg 
much of the cunent interest in extractive resources is that comercial md 

le exploiation of wood and non wood forest products has little or no 
emlogical impact on forest ecosystem. As non wood forest product is harvested 
from the tree in the forests, &ere are o p ~ o m  saw that non wood forest 
produrn harvest does not has any impact on the enviroment as long as the trees 
is not cut. 'This assuption seems from two simple 
obse~atiom : (1) l d  people have been h i t s ,  nuts md latex from 
forests for thousand years, an$ (2) a non w d  forest 
products, unlike a logged-over forest, appearance of being 
undisturbed. Ofcourse, boeh are incorre dangerous. Two 
qualifiers however, should be added to these observation. In the first place, the 
intensity of subsistence harvesting as traditionally practiced by forest peoples is 
usually quite a bit lower than that of comercial extraction. Secondly, the 
gradual e h c t i o n  of a glmt species over t h e  is 
Collecting fruits and tap 
building roads, but this 



entirely knign fim as eco non wood forest products 
ihty level of b e s t .  If this 

resulted in degletion and sod f e ~ t y .  Even recrea~on 
activities may have 

s veriety of produets produces by the forest have been 
basic eategones based on the origin of non wood forest 

mdates, vegetative 

nahre of this Klapact can be extremely &cult to predict. The delicate 
in the forest is easily dismpteit by 

intewenrtion. For of insects of the fsrests will 
birds anrf bats, and in 

acts on flowering and ~- of trees. 

of schme. Shgle ouqut, whether woods or 

ecological benefit. Although 

ecolo@cd processes. It will direct the development toward plmtation forests 
estabLishment which has more negative impacts on the enviroment. For 

hi& resin produotion &om pine pl 
pathers d l  create hogs overgopulation 

the trees. 
klost of&e world's bidversiQ is lma in the tropics, and some 40 to 

90 percent ofthe world's species live in h.opical forests (Raven, 1988; Myers, 
1980; b d  Mkr, 1989). 



Benefits of g d  e m t  and costs of bad ement of non wood 
forestry have been a~howfedge b terms such as 
species loss, lost of biodiversitg., 
Amazon, for example, f e d e  trees of the &occious aquaje p a h  (Mauritr'lz 
JIauaosa) are frequently felled by comercial fruit collectors. M e r  very few 
of this harvest cuts, the fohest is left with a preponderanw of barre 
trees; with time, the species disappears completely frsm the forest ( 
Vasquez md Gentry, 1989). Forests sunou11ding iquitos, 
p a h  trees left, and fruit cojlleGtors are now forced to travel 
days to find u n t a m e d  palrn smds. 

The effect of h activiw on biodiversity depletion has been 
profomd. Some est the lost of as such as 90% of the genetic 
diversity of the bioshpere that existed in kstory Vda, 1978). 

There h;ts been some accidenta9 loss of diversitg. due to over eqloikrion 
by those possessing more sopfisticated Whology but less ethology than other 
hunter-gatherer. However the 
forest easystem desmction concern over 
possible effects of pollution. Glob 
a massive scale (Coh, 1989). E est that f o l l o ~ g  each previous 
extinction episode, it took 10 rnilli 
return to the level of diversity existing prior to the event in the questi 
1994) 

Fruits and seeds left in the forest after sting will b o s t  certairnly 
be subjected to unusually high level, of cans 

ercial collectors in effects, are mmpetitors with hit-eating ground 
s, and their activities reduce the total supply of w d  resources availabb 

to g r o d  foraging Is. Decreased fruit densities could mean k c r e a d  
foraging and corresp increase in the overall per~entage of fruits and seeds 
dest As a creasing fruits and seeds supply on the ground, 
the will to find new f o r w g  gromd (Lei&ton md 
Leighton, 1983). This response could have a serious h p a d  o 
establisbent for those species whose seeds require sarification by 

ate (Ng, 1983). Without a dispersal agents, a relat~vely high proportion 
of the h i t s  md seeds produced by these species M'il fall directly under the c r o w  
of parent tree where there are more easily harvested by collectors, more easily 
encountered by potential seed predators, and m r e  susceptible to the effects of 
intraspecific competition (Augspurger, 1983; Clark and Clark, 1984; Nowe et al. 
1985; Schupp, 1988). 

In addition to its impact on establishnnent, population structure 
and the foraging behavior of local population, harvesting comercid 
quantities of h i t s ,  nuts, and oilseeds can also effect the genetic composition of 
tree population being exploited (Peters, 1990). PI1 this case, the lrnportant 



queseion is not so much how fruits or seeds are h e s t e d ,  but rather whch 
populations usually efibit. a 

ck and Loveless, 1986; Bawa and 
, a single population of forest fruit trees will invariably contain several 
als that prduce fruits of intermediate size and qualiw, and a few 

individuals that produce fruits that, &om a c o r n a d  standpoht, are far 
infenor population is subjected to intensive h i t  collection, the &rior trees will 
undoubtedly be the ones whose h i t s  and seeds are left in the forest to 
regenerate. Overtime, the selective removal of only the best h i t  genotypes will 

by trees of mginal  economic value. 
w m e r c i d  exploitation of other non wood forest prducts such 

oning of forest ecosystem in 

Economic ;and En~ronmen td  Implications md Linbges 

The world economy is an integral part of the 's ecosystem, which 
created the conditions that make life possible. Befo year of 1750, the 
ecosystem of the world .uas generally in a good shape. The industrid revolution 
which was getting undernay around 1750 brought. the first real change in the 
kteraction between tivities and ecosystem. Controll over natur 
paradoxically result actual destabilization of the ecosystem in 

r l d ~ d e ,  the ecosystem fundion to suppont life is e n d  by 
improve life. Biological diversity is threamed by h activity 

In the past erosion of biologicd diversity are caused by expansion of agriculture 
in developed world. Many still believe that biological diversity in the ecosystem 
is threatened mainly by deforestation in many poor developing countries. But in 
reality, it threatened ntostly by pollution in the modern world causing global 
climatic changes and ineversible damage to the emsystem. 

The biodiversity degradaLion was acknowledge in the N O  S 
Meethg, but the action to mitigate the cause is not fo&coming as expected. 
The e c o n o ~ c  recession in many developed countr;ies ]has been blamed for the 
mactlon on ecosystem and biological diversity conservation measures. Actually. 
from an econoTnaic point of view the ecosystem perfomed three functions: 
production factor in prduct~on processes, supplier of consmer semces andl 
source of technologiGal progress. Ecosystem as prduction factor can be seen in 
the important role played by air, water, land and forest within many production 
processes especially in agriculhre and fisheries. Another role of ecosystem as 
produGtion factor is the fact that it can absorb pollution, which is also referred to 
as waste assintilation. The ecosystem provide consumer semces m relation to 
health-rehted situation, recreation possibilities, and the ecosystem as a source of 
aesthctlc as we11 as religious emotions. The role played by tihe ecosystem in 



technological progress is perhaps the least well h o r n .  However, biological 
diversity, in pafiicdar provides both agncultural and p utical r e sach  
with a vast gene bank of untapped wealth in the form of potential fruits, crops 
and medicines. 

these e c o n o ~ c  hc t iom the emsystem 
for prosperity, unbomded by comtris. B 

(BeriholI&'a w e k )  has b rted mostly to Eu 
h e r i m  aufltries. And su harvest of the nut 
Brazilim but also on wrld  nrarket behavior, utldepipricing of the prducts and 
consumer bebvior in develoN economy. W l e  local indigenous cx)m~ty 
suffer due to &re degeneration. 

Foresters, especially public land foresters, now advely 
forestlands fbr the production and comurnption of prod- beside h k r .  
Sorne of these are sold and others are not. Some, such as forage or recreation, 
are eorpsufned on the forest and others, such as water or berries, are transported 
off the forest for comum.ption. Today, the production of non timber goods and 
services is an issue because the ds for these gocds and services have 
increased to compete &on@y with timber for the use of lands and 
of the resources. But tintbers sell for dollars, while most of these 
bring goodwill and often ample, but unquantified satisfaction. 

Forest output can be classified by how they are priced and where they 
& consumed (Davis and Johnson, 1987). Timber, minerals and some reereation 
are market priced, while water, .Nikdife, and much dispersed recreation including 
hunting and fishing are provided free. Priced below market value and often 
lower than their supply cost are fue lwM forage and much devebped 
recreation. The exact placement of an output within this catagory obviously 
depends on the particular forest and omer in question. 

species a d  elusive idem such 
as visual qualiv and articularly difficult vduation 

and Sonnative, but this still begs 
is worth. USFS in 1981 - 1982 

have revealed a total s p o M  owls to be so 
in the neighborhood of 3.5 billion dollars or about US$ 500,000 per b 
pair, d e p e n h  on the national forest. 

The most politically appealing and economically attractive = w e n t  in 
favor of ma g biodiversity is that it provides enornous direct econormc 
benefits in the form of f d  medicines, and industrial. raw mterids, and has the 
potentid for generating more (Ehrlich and Wilson, 199 1 ; McNeely, 198 8). 

forests produce timber, as well as an extraordinary range of plmt and 
s produrn h t  do not, for the most part, pass throu& f o d  economic 

markets (de Beer and McDemot, 1989). The genetic richness of d d  plants is 
indispensable for developing new agricultural. and medicinal varieties. In 



addition, countries earn substanrial foreign exchanges from natural 
ecosystem touristic values. These direct econofic values of biodiversity 

relevant scientific and economic data are lacking in all but a handfull of 
es (Braatz, 1992). 
There are two possible response to the m l o g i d  impact caused by 

harvesting forest resources. One is to completely ignore that it is murring, the 
other is to hplement ment activities tlhat will the irateflsity of 
this impact. The former course of action, or lack thereof, heviably leads to 

ion and resources depletion; the later may Ly produce a 
form of landuses arnd thus bprovhg econolnic values of the 

resourms. 
Gven proper management and controlled bes tung  of wood and non 

wood forest products, the tropical forest can be pulated by resource 
manager to actually %rove production forest prducts. 

The biodiversity degradation was acEonowledge in the RTO S 
Meehg, but tfie adion to d i g a t e  the cause is not forth 
The ewnomic recession in many developed countries has 
inaction on ecosystem and biological diversity mewat ion measures. Actually, 
from an econornic point of view the ecosystem perfomed three furndons: 
produdion kctor in produdon processes, supplier of 
source of technological progress. Ecosystem as prducti 
the important role played by air, water, Land md forest vvi& 
processes especially in agriculture md fisheries. Another role 
prdudion factor is the fact that it can absorb pollution, which is also referred to 
as waste assimilation. The ecosystem provide consumer services in relarion to 
heal&-related situation, recreation possibili~es, arnd the ecosystem as a source of 
aesthetic as well as religious emotions. The role played by the ewsystm in 
tmhnologid progress is perhaps tihe least well known. However, biological 
diversity, in particular provides both aSr;cuitutal, biotechno1o&cd and 

eutical research with a vast gene bank and new chemids of mtappd 
wealth in the fom of p a1 foods, medicines, and industrid raw mate~als 
such as bioplastic. 

The value of forests includes direct con~butiom in t e r n  of 
services and indirect contributions in the form of soil cansewation, c 
capacity, recreation and menities, watershed shbility and protedon of 
biodiversity including habitat, species and genetic diversi?. h r e a s k g  
conrplementarity in the direct and indirect uses supports optimization of forest 
values on a sustained basis. Non-wood forest products in general have higher 
attributes of complementariity. The use of non-wood forest producb is as old as 
h existence. In subsisme and rural economies, the role and contributions 
of n o n - w d  forest products were crucial, because oftheir richess of variety, as 
sources of f d ,  fodder, fibre, fertilizers, herbal potions, organic csnsmction 



roducts. They supprted village level 

In the Pfigih Andes of Peru,. most s h b s  are used as &wood (19 

, proMons, detegent, 
. In Botswana, 80%of 

are wild meat. The did of the rural 

y friendly, &om oils&. 
This nevv product revolutiodize the p on and uses of p M c s  and 
plyester in the world. er non-wood f~rest  product with high gotenfial 

and other ecotourism. Nature murism or 
as a atentially sigruScant 

source of revenues for commtion. Su can generate support for 

aside large areas of forestlands for Gonse 
generate sub-tidl fun& to suppont park and resews 
(c) tourist expen&tures in and aroud the parks (on 

protected areas. All of the benefit accrue from ecotoufisrn lnas proven to be very 
countries such as Kenya, Nepal, 

and's protected areas 
itures. Tourism 

US$ 3.8 to US$ 7.7 
982-1988. But this apparent economic benefits from 

nt to establish& 
(Dkon and 

hother  ecoventure are harvesting rwreatiod values of fo rd&.  
Recreation in the forest is generally free to general public. S o m  kind of fee m y  
be imposed on game hmting, fishing and 

Many t d  com&ties in dev countriies harvehg non-wood 
forest product &om their forest as traditional activities. Increasling 
population, and subs- , of the comuniQ has resultea in over 
exploitation destroying the forest as habitat of non-wood forest product. To 



mitigate this problm, Forest Agency develops bufferzone around forest area to 
p r o b t  the forests and providedi non-wd forest product needed by the Imd 
comunity, such as grass and leaf for cinal herbs, fo&, 
cosmetics and fueldwood. 

In such condition, the objecti 

be destroyed fol1med by the m& forest. If properly ed, non-wood forest 
be h e s t 4  sustainably from the miin forestlands for local 

and save the forest from destmdion. 
In general, eaditiom1 forest product is harvested in small size operations 

and using appropriate technology, best suited for local ~ornrnunity activities. 
&westing and p processing of non-wood forest products muld generate 
inmme and ernployrment for local popula~ons, hence the sustianability of the 
forest 

' 

the pr.oducts could be guaranteed by local community particlpan- 
tion. r n ~ q  knowledge, roles and benefits are i m p o ~ t  assets m 
developing forest lnent for sustainable non-wood forest resource 
production. Many in&genous c has subsat id  knowledge on the sites 
an$ season where and when a forest product can be harvested. 

Many kinds of mushrooms b t  are inrportant in trade can only g r m  m 
very particular h d s  of natural habibt under a narrow range of ecologeal 
con&Gons and micro climate. That often mans they cannot be systematically 
cultiimtted despite abundant demand m distant and local rnarket places. For 
exaxq.de, black mushroom or morels which are widely gatfiered ifi wooded areas 
of north central P&stan an<9 traded ifitemationally to large quantity. 

Trade in lac and lacquemorks depends on an insect products, the 
secretion exuded by the lac beetle (Technadria lac-) onto certain forest 

rt of Asia. The lac is collected, pufifiecf, colored and sold 
craft where it is used to give glamorous finish to wooden 

toys or other small items of carpentry. The lac prduction and trade are usually 
a mall sa l e  operations with hvolvernent of many woman artisans. In the t o m  
of Charnapah in Kamata State, India, where lacquenvork is predominant local 
industry ernplo*g more than 35 percent of the total workforce, annual 
prduchom in 1991 was worth some US$ 300,000,- and 70 percent of total 
produdon was exported (FAO, 1993). 

Development, kluding developmt of wood and non wood forest 
prducts, has been considered unportant to improve welfare of the people. 
Development is believed to produce all menity for people, and never 

with &sutili@ of many resources. In fact, development produce both 
usefbl prOductS and waste or disublity. Benefit to the cornunities of useful 



products are emphasized, while cost and risk to the cornunities of washes or 
disutilities are diseqhasized. 

ssion defined sustainable development as a process 
in which the exploitation of resources, the direction of investments, the 
onentatlon of technologi4 development, and the kstitutional 
harmony and enhmce both current and future potential to meet 

le development is the development that meets the needs of 
the present vvithout compromising the ability of *re generations to meet their 
own needs and does not irnply in any way encroachment upon national 
sovereignty. Achievement of sustainable development involves cooperation 
within and across national boundaries. It 
concerns and considerations into developme g and policies and does not 
represented a new form of condi~onality the developmt WCED, 
1987). 

Inherent in the concept of sustainability is continuity pergetuating the 
flow of benefits from the resource st& and maintaining its productive potential. 
However, a definition based on maintainkg or increasing the flow over time is 
difficult to justify because the rate of rernovallutilization of the resources is 
influenced by the size of resource stock. Some example in relation with natural 
forest : natural forest with plentiful of overmature trees will provide large first 
harvest, followed by a lower, sustainable harvest. 

Sustainability requeres certain conditions. Some of those are : (1) only 
sustainable yield is extracted from renewable resources and their longterm 
productivity is maintained, (2) pr s) from depletion of non renewable 
resources are in vested in h m m  capitals techology, and (3) 

of the enviroment to receive and assimilate waste is not exceeded or 
SusQkability is hposible without management. Hence, management 
requirement to iwlement sustainability. 

Ecologically, sustainability is continuous functioning of ecological life 
system. Since ecosystem has a ce tolerance Illlllt, then measure of 
ility will varied from ecotype to ecotype accorhg to certain range of 

measure. In nature conservation, for example, 10% or more of undamaged 
ecotype is sufficient to protect bidversity survival. And 30% of well forested 
areas in a watershed is suscient to maintain ecological hnctioning of watershed 
ecological system. If Phis criteria is used, many areas in the world IS already 
unsustainable. Western Europe and Northern America should be our first 
concern. Economically, sustainabiliw is continuous hnctioning of resources m 
economic growth. Depletion of a resource resulted in increasing of other 
resources productivity. b w  m c h  econornic growth is needed by any 
community is depended on economic and social value system of the comunity.  
Economic measures will have to work vvithin ths  value system. In the 30'es a 
complete depletion of natural forest in Western Europe or Noh-Eastern USA 



h e  been instmental in developing high productivity of other resources 
resources, techology, man-made resources) and was acceptable. Now, 
that a degradation oftropical forest is not a-table, even&ou& those 
on of the forest has improve p of other resources (cattle 
estate crops, industries, real estate, resources and technology, 

etc.). Depletion of resouras in third world that emble development of &er 
resources in developed corntries have not guarantee wntinuous hcn t iohg  of 

rting w r l d ~ d e  development. 
ity of forest prod& will certasy depend on 

issue of the hteradion among natural s 
production system (technology) and social system. Hence, it is become a Illore 
complex issues than just optimal h e s t  or biodiversity consem~on.  

At the field level, however, we need to define the issue of sustainability 
in more practical terns. In the context of extractive reserves, the follovving 
issues are i~llportant : undersmding optimal harvest rate and resource stock, 
effects of property rights on resources, and effects of inGreasing demand. 

Optimal level of harvest arad the conesponhg stock of resources 
depend on environmental and economic objectives of the extractors. Many trees 
can produce a steady flow of exudates daily, and optimal produdion will depend 
on the health of tree and the forest ecosystem. En dry season production of 
exudates is lower than in rainy season. Some methods to increase the production 
of exudates ahve been tried, for example by applying a certin acid on open 
wound of the stem in pine to obtain more resin. 

Unlike wood forest products, non-wood forest products may be 
harvested from production forest, protection forest and nature reserve as well. 
From production forests, all materials n o n - w d  forest produds may be 
harvested. From protection forests, some form of materials non-wmd forest 
products such as flower, fruits and 1s may be harvested with cautions. 
While in nature reserves some other non-wood forest prducts, such as 
recreational values and some medicinal herbs may be harvested as cultivars. 
Calculation of total production of non-\wad forest product will have to include 
all type of forestland uses. 

Natural forests .can produce all kind of forest products, usually in small 
quarntity each. Especially non wood forest product, it seldom make. the economlc 
size and hence has never been able to be valued 

In most countries, objective of forest ment are related to uses 
catagory In general, production forests are supposed to produce timber, 
protection forests and nature reserves are producing environmental services such 
as protection of hydrological system and preserving genetic resources and 
biodiversity. 

So far, production of enviromental services are the responsibility of 
national government. But to maintain the service requires invesments, and 



somebody have to pay for the senvice. And the pricing of the service become 
crucial. 

Many plants and als contained valuable genes. These genetic 
resources differ from bio 1 resources because their value lies in the 
infomation contained in their genes, not in their physical fonn. The 
considerable uncertaintly over the potential value of genetic resources has been 
codounded by the emergence of new biotechnologies, and controversy surrounds 
genetic resource ovvnership and access. At the root of the current debates is the 
knowledge that genetic resources found in many developing countries are assets 
that, if managed properly, could make significant contributions to local and 
mtiond economies. Example of potential values of genetic resources for 
developkg ~ountries has been shorn by Costa %ca, where INBIO has signed a 
contract with pharmaceutical industries in the United 
species and carry out priTnary screening for potential p 
part of this contract, Costa Rica .Nil1 receive a 5 percent share of the revenues (a 
potentially enonnous sum) of any commercial product that might eventually 
result. 

'dncreasing awareness of the world's environmental problems in the 
consuming countries has created a lot of pressure in most industries to seek for 
more acceptable production and distributiom processes. The main focus was 
originally give to the major polluting industries but all the natural resource-based 
activities particularly forestry and forest industries, are subject to increasing 
attention. Hn the c o n s d n g  countries, timber and non-wood forest product 
certification or ecolabelling is considered necessary to achieve sustainability of 
forest management and to assure consumers that they are not contributing to 

station when bu*g tropical forest produce. A survey by MORI and 
on public attitudes toward tropical forest rain forest revealed that: 33% 

would accept higher prices if it would guarantee that raw materials comes from 
countries protecting the forests, 50% find that labelling of wood products very or 
fairly important, 15% wood avoid buyinghuy less tropical hardwoods for h d t h ,  
envlroment, moral and other reasons, 35% would be prepared to pay on the 
average 13% extra for sustainably produces timber, but main factors in buying 
wood products are qualiq. (66%), price (50%) and style of product (48%). 
(MORI and , 199 1; Sirnula, 1993). 

Increasing demands on wood and non-wood forest products is 
ly dangerous to sustainability of natural forests. As mentioned earlier, 
nant and increasing extraction of non-wood forest products have 

endangered the existing forests. And to avoid bad practices and enhance good 
sustainable management of non-wood and wood forest resources a certain trade 
regulation is necessary. Possibility of ecolabelling of traded forest products has 
been studid with the main objective to protect the forests from extinction or 
degeneration causes by extraction of the products from the forest. 



In early stage of development, emlabelling is implemented to traded 
goods that will environmentally save. So, biodegradable bottle, electric bulb, 
and the like are ecolabelled. To emlabel a certain forest product, which is 
biodegradable, to protect the forests is considered as an irrelevant issues and 

ck to protect the interest of forest iindustries in developed 
countries. Issue of emlabelling has become a political footbdl (Kay, 1993; 
MORT and , 1991; Barbier, 1993; ITTO, 1992). 

Cumendy, ecolabelling is directed to mmagement practice of the forest. 
Forest products from well ed forests is automtidly emlabelled. Several 
critena of forest emlabelling is developed by m y  institution such as ITTO and 
Forest Stewardship Courncil (m0, 1992; FSC, no 
potential negative impacts of n o n - w d  forest product 
ecosystem and enMI.oment, a regulatory measure through market by 
ecolabelling is probably needed. 

Strate= in Sustainable Forest Management 

Basically, mustainability is caused by unlirniM 
limited resources grductivities. Population of the mr ld  in inc 
in developing countries, while resource base is limited and CPegeneraM rapidly. 

Recognition of the issue of resources depletion and degradation has 
been widespread m o n g  policy makers, in develop4 c o u n ~ e s  as well as in 
developing mwtries. However, iinprovement of available instments to 
mitigate the problems is still in a very early stages. Practical Imstments for 
policy implementation, such as govement regulation, market mechanism, and 
social value system has not developed to mitigate resources degrehtion or 
resource depletion. That is the only reason why those ktrumen has not solved 
the problem. 

Policy and market hifures as causes of unsustalnability is an interesting 
discussion topics. But we already acknowledge the 
instrument. Deeper than the issues of policy and market instruments is 
kstibtions. M e r  all, policy and market instrument are the product of an 
institution and will work within. It is then very clear that basic cause of 
unsustainability is institutional. But in many developing countries, proverty is 
also another concentrate its eEors on short term solution of basic needs, and has 
very little consideration of hture enviroment. \ .  

In many developing countries, chief resources have been used as 
instrument to increase investment especially in remote areas. Subsidy is a very 

n tools to increase investment. It creates the impression of abundance 
and reduced the need in managrng the resources for sustainable development. 
Basic reason in this case is improving competitive advantage at k e  cost of the 
environment. 



To implement sustainable development principles into development 
practices require knowledge on the ecosystem, economic and soclal behav~or. 
Knowledge on ecosystem behavior and ecosystem categorization are ~mportant to 
understand the potential use and damage to the function of the ecosystem which 
is the basic ingredientin sustainable development. Interaction among ecology, 
economic and social knowledge led to hamonious development is a process of 
development. 

In its practical iplementation, sustainable development has been 
interpreted as a dynamic interaction among production system, natural system 
and social system. Emphasizing production system is an easy and practical 
ways of planning the economic development in its initial stage. Natural and 
social systern is assumed to be able to adjust to changing probction system. 
Most development of production system is usually linked to improvement of 
social welfare, while its link to natural system is natural resources supply to 
production system. 

Management of sustainable development is increasingly in demand all 
over the world. Basic strategies in improving regional sustainable development 
should consisted of (1) development of public awareness and comunitg7 
organization in environmental issues, (2) improving capability in spatial p l m m g  
with environmental objectives, (3) improving human resources development in 
environmental plming and management, (4) improving knowledge and 
mfomation on the regional ecosystems, (5) institutional development to Integrate 
production system, natural system and social system into development practices, 
and (6) helopment of certain procedure in national and regional account 
system taking into account environmental costs. 

There are many researches have to be done to improve knowledge and 
understanding on ecosystem and social system behavior, material balance in 
prduction systems, and behavior of production-nature-socid systems dynamic 
interac~on. Sustainable development in a global sense is implemented at local 
and regional level, and research should be conducted to measure impacts and 
roles of regional actions in sustainable development on global economic sum 
environment. 

Forest products are part of forest ecosystem and each of them have 
specific role to support the hnctionlng of the ecosystem. Hence, every 
consideration relates to improve sustainable management of the forest IS 

applicable to non-wood forest resources management. ProductiG@ and 
biodiversity conservation are the presupposition of sustainable management 
techniques of the tropical ram fbrest, while ecoiogicaP and econom~cal aspects 
related to the parameters are suggested to be obtained as tools for management 
purposes (Fantini, et al. 1992). 

It is understood that the viability of managemet system under sustained 
yield regime should foresee the multiple use of forests fo; woods and non-woods 



forest production. Hence the sustainable ent of forest should be based 
ntals aspects i.e. the c acter of the exploitation and 
each species individually. These mnditions m y  be operated 

at the same h e ,  or the success of the enterprise will not be reached. 
As dways, the available stock evaluation of non-wood forest resources 

through inventory is the starting point to elaborate a proposal to adequate the 
exploitation of the forest. Forestlands are categorized in ecological types, 
natural and man-made, site quality or fertility, and its spatial distribution related 
to accessibility. 

rejection of growth of non-wood forest products m y  be de 
correlation with biomass produalon through time. C 

correlation will differ from ecotype to ecotype, natural and man-made forest, etc. 
Understanding of ecological cycles is also i m p o m t  to balance non-wood forest 
produd harvests to maintained sustainability and harmony in forest coqositions 
and growth. 

occasion, increaisng and sustainable supply of non-cvood forest 
resources have to be met by m r e  intensive management of the resources through 
domestication. It is understood that domestication of species would weakened 
the species. To improve the domesticated resources a nature reserve carrying the 
wild varieties of the species should be established as genetic resource for genetic 
improvement and maintenance of the domesticated species. 

Traditional knowledge on non-wood forest product in production, uses 
and maintenance should be understood, used and improved and incorporated to 
the management scheme of the forests. Local cornunity participation in forest 
management is necessary to mainain the forests intact. Small-scale activities 
with appropriate technologies uses in the operation is highly suitable to enhance 
cornunity participation in non-wood forests resources management. 

The World Conservation Strategy outlines the ways in which 
conservation objectives should be integratedinto broader land-use plans in order 
to obtain more benefit and sustained yields from the world's natural renewable 
resources (IUCN, 1980; M on, 1986). Since non wood forest product is a 
renewable natural resource 0th Conservation Strategy and Sustained Yield 

P are linked by enviromental consideration related to sustainable forest 
resources. I-Iealty forest with high biodiversity is the objective of Conservation 
Strategy, sirnilmfI.ly the objective of non wmd forest resources management to 
obtam sustainable high production depended on the management of healthy 
forests 

At the regional and local level, implementalion of sushinable 
development principles is developed following a sequential procedure of 
development, which are : step 1. allocation of space considering the capability of 
the ecosystem to hnction susta~nably m producing some development products 
such as non-wood forest products; step 2. improving efficiency of production 



system, including increase used of recycling technology in production system; 
step 3.  employing waste treament and disutility management of the forest 
resources, i.e. rehabilitation of degraded ecosystem through application of 
appropriate technology friendly to the environment. In another words, site 
selection is the first step in sustainable management and environmental 
consideration is become the guiding priciples in this site selection. The second 
step 1s selection of techoliogy that increase efficiency and reduce uses of 
resources inputs. Consideration of enviroment as well as social suitability 
become the most important considerace of this step. And, the last step is 
related to disutiiity ement to improve the resouces based capacity to 
Vyithstand damaged c development activities such as harvest. 

High diversity of natural system linked directly with the high diversity m 
social system in Indonesia. It is an important resources providing 
nurnber of options in development. And sustainable development is defhed as 
develpment of production system with high suitability with natural apd social 
system. 

It IS very clear, that the first step in sustainable development is 
preserving the existence of natural system. Many countries set aside some of 
their forestlands for protection and nature reserves. Indonesia has already 
setting aside 10% (19.5 million hectares) of its terrestrial areas for nature 
conservation areas. At present, there are 16.2 Illillion hectares of consewation 
areas has been gazetted. (Anon., 199 1b). 

Broader than forested areas protection there is another areas under the 
protection zone such as mnservation areas (nature reserves, wildlife sanctuary, 
protection forests) and protected areas (such as aquifer recharge areas, corral 
reefs, mangroves, deep-peat forests, swamps, natural forests, coastal zones, 
natural rivers and lakes, and archeological sites). Conservation areas are closed 
to any development activities except for activit~es to support the management of 
the conservation areas. While protected areas are open to specific development 
activities that will not cause d e function of the ecosystem 

Second step of spatial pl is subdivision of development zone lnto 
several categories such as pemanent agricultural lands, urban settlements and 
industrial zone. Irrigated agricultural and fertile agricultural lands are not to be 
converted to settlement or industrial uses. 

One way to reduce negative impacts on the environment in finimized 
consumption through improvhg production technology. ERciency in production 
system technology is usually linked with minimizing costs. In many instances to 
reduce costs many environmental cost is externalized. The result is degradation 
of the natural ecosystem and large burden to social system. It improves profit to 
the firm but increases lost to the cornunity and the ecosystem. One way to 
eliminate such situation is to minimized wastehl uses of natural resources such 
as materials, energy, space and biodiversity. 



Introduction of  natural resources rent on forest, lands and waters is a 
good means to reduce wasteful uses of the natural resources. Rent on natural 
resources, such as non-wood forest resources, should be imposed consistentlty. 
At present, non-wood forest resources are undmalued. Rent on land water 1s 
still very low and not yet representing the value of the resources in term of  
envlromental services. Poverty alleviation issues is one mmideration on the 
issue of natural resources rent of water and lands. 

Uses of recycling technology on the production system L&ed with 
minimum wastes discharged to the enviroment and with Illinimum use of  natural 
resources taken directly from natural system. Instrument the use of  
recycling technology in production system is pollution c lation and 
measures. 

The first three steps, i f  rigorously applied, will reduce waste and 
disutility substantially. Waste treatment plants and waste 
needed tp process the waste before it can be discharged to the enviromens. 
Good enviroment will nurse healthy forests and in return will produce better 
and more W F P s .  

Almost all of governments put production system as its first priority in 
development to produce menities (materials and services) and hproving 
govement income. In most developing countries, c ared to central 
govement regional gove nt is ill equipped to 
development. It has very knowledge on the envi 
development. Added to all the inability to understand sustainable development, 
there is no method available procedure to account for enviromental and natural 
resources degradation into GNP and GDP. 

Basic strategies in *roving regional sus le development should 
~onsisted o f  (1) development of  public awareness and cornunity organiza~on in 
envlromental issues, (2)  improving capability in spatial planning with 
enviromental s, (3) improving hurnan resources development in 
environmental and management, (4) irnlproving bowledge and 
infomtion on the regional ecosystem, (5 )  institsntioml development to htegrate 
prduction system, natural system and social system into development 
pradicesm and (6)  development of a certain prcedure in national and regional 
account system taking into account enviromental costs. 

There ara many researches have to be done to improve knowledge and 
understandi.ng on ecosystem and soc~al system behavior, material balance in 
production systems, and behavior of production-nature-social systems dynamic 
interaction. Sustainable development in a global sense is hplemented at local 
and regional level, and research should be conducted to measure impacts and 
roles o f  regional actions in sustainable development on global economic cum 
environment. 



Conclusion 

In conclusion, I woutd We to props& to define sustainabk forestry 

as boundary of the policy and market 

also be given to non- 
re of measuring local, regional, 

naLionai and world awunts to develop an amptable principles and practices in 
&stributing b e f i t  and cost of enviromendly sound forestry and forest 

development. Some of the basic problem of forest products 
le development is that every region and countries considered 

hence a system of intemlizaaion of 
en.Maomend in national ortant step toward 

clude proper pricing 

aspects, will e v e n m y  improve potential prcpdudon of forest resources. 
Comercld exploihGon of forest resoures has potential negative impacts on 
the su ility of the forest, social c disfurbanw to local 
~onnrnurniQ used to live G& the forest e 

It seems that small-scale operation and appropriate technology area well 
suited in w d  as well as non-wood forest resouras (harvedng, 
processing, and trade) h o u &  l o d  60muni"Ey pdcipation. Although the 
marketing of forest prducts may be global. 
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